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Yale. 1 Cloth(s), 2013. hard. Book Condition: New. Canonical sources and sermons of early modern
England often urge the subordination of women; law professor Don Herzog argues here that these
sources were blathernot that they were irrelevant, but that plenty of people rolled their eyes at
them. Indeed many held that a man had to be an idiot or a buffoon to try to act on such hoary
"wisdom." Nor did households bask serenely in naturalized patriarchy; husbands, wives, and
servants struggled endlessly over authority. Conflict, Herzog argues, isn't corrosive to social order;
it is the foundation of it. The social world Herzog brings vibrantly alive is much richerand much
pricklierthan many imagine."Marshaling a mind-boggling array of evidence from hack writers,
popular songs, ribald poems, scatological jokes, naughty proverbs, uncouth comedies, murderous
stories, speeches, letters, pamphlets, journals, and Jonathan Swift, Herzog takes square aim at a
host of academically generated distinctions and gendered shibboleths. These include the stolid
construct of 'separate spheres' and the notion that early modern England, with the help of 'conduct
books', naturalized a system of patriarchy to which people submitted like sheep. Demolishing that
dreary picture with wryly penetrating wit and consummate textual dexterity, Herzog gives...
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Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger
publish this book.
-- K r istia n Na der-- K r istia n Na der

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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